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SUMMARY The main purpose of Codemark is to distribute digital contents using offline media. Due to the main purpose of Codemark, Codemark cannot be used on digital images. It has high robustness on only printed images. This paper presents a new color code called Robust Index Code (RIC for short), which has high robustness on JPEG Compression and Resize targeting digital images. RIC embeds a remote database index to digital images so that users can reach to any digital contents. Experimental results, using our implemented RIC encoder and decoder, have shown high robustness on JPEG Comp. and Resize of the proposed codemark. The embedded database indexes can be extracted 100% on compressed images to 30%. In conclusion, it is able to store all the type of digital products by embedding indexes into digital images to access database, which means it makes a Superdistribution system with digital images realized. Therefore RIC has the potential for new Internet image services, since all the images encoded by RIC are possible to access original products anywhere. 
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1. Introduction

Digital media content distribution has achieved rapid growth recently [1]. The contents are distributed in various ways, such as 2D Barcodes [2], Watermark [3], Digital Rights Management (DRM) [1], [4] and so on. However, the platform-independent distribution system being able to share digital contents on the Internet with high robustness is not realized. In [2], the contents are distributed by device-to-device transmission, so that it is not an appropriate method for sharing them. In [3], Reversible Data Hiding (RDH) using the watermark scheme is proposed but the embedded data get damaged on JPEG Compression. Due to the above reasons, DRM is mainly used to distribute contents [1], [4]. It encrypts original big contents and decrypts them on the client side. But the contents are distributed by a linked url, because the encrypted contents cannot be recovered from the compression damage of the Internet services.

To distribute digital contents with high robustness from the damage, we focus on developing an image codemark to link a JPEG image with digital contents on the Internet. JPEG image is one of the most popular media format. Despite the development of the Internet and the computer, JPEG is still the most popular choices as an image format. Because it provides the best compromise between image quality and file size, 73.5% of the Internet services use JPEG images [5]. Hence, because it is easy to share a JPEG image, linking the image with digital contents make possible to share digital contents easily on Facebook, Twitter and Messenger.

At present several codemarks targeting printed images such as barcode, Quick Response Code (QR Code) and Color Quick Response Code (CQR Code) [6] are in use. The existing codemarks make connection of digital contents with printed advertisements. It has high robustness on the offline world or the device to device transmission [2]. However, when codemark embedded images are uploaded typically on Facebook, they are resized and compressed for the fast response. For example, a 1280px-width JPEG image which has 232KB, is compressed to 35KB automatically by uploading it to Facebook [7]. On this stage, embedded data into the image by a codemark get damaged, which means the data cannot be extracted correctly.

On the other hand, Digital watermarking, a method to protect the copyrights of multimedia objects, is also a data embedding technique into digital images. Its robustness is very high compared to QR Code on the digital world, but it is still not guaranteed that embedded images can be 100% extracted by digital watermarks [8].

In this paper, revised Robust Index Code (called RIC) of our previous paper in SIGMAP 2016 [9], a brand new color codemark targeting digital images on the Internet is developed. This technique provides extremely high robustness on JPEG Compression and Resize which makes it possible to guarantee to extract 100% original embedded data on the sharing images on the Internet. The concept of RIC is shown in Fig.1. Digital contents’ owners embed their contents such as text, link, music, video, Virtual Reality (VR) contents into a cover image by RIC Encoder. RIC Encoder stores the contents in a remote database and embeds the generated database index into a cover image. With changing to small embedding capacity, not embedding real contents but embedding the index to link with them, it is possible to implement high robustness on the image degradation. Hence, RIC links a cover image with multiformed and unlimited digital contents safely. We implemented the RIC library and evaluated its performance through extensive experiments under a range of settings on specific parameters. The result shows that the data of RIC are extracted...
100% on the images, damaged by multiple times of over 420 pixels Resize and 30% JPEG Compression at the same time.

Moreover, we can expect a new Superdistribution system [10] based on RIC which is not restricted by any existing or new Internet platforms. Because the RIC image is platform-independent, anyone can copy and share it in all the ways, such as E-mail, SNS or mobile messenger. In addition, the RIC library supporting multiple platforms will be offered for free. Hence, it is possible that any users instinctively access to the embedded data in the RIC images very easily without restricting platforms. It is highly expected that the Superdistribution system by RIC be one of the fastest and strongest distribution routes of digital products and communication, regardless of platforms on the Internet.

Some expected examples are cited as follows. For instance, many talented artists may embed their contents and information of themselves, and retail shops may embed the links for their e-commerce system or promotion information into their attractive images to collect traffic on the Internet. The media is also easily expected to embed the recent issues in the intriguing pictures to attract people. In case of software companies, the relatively big size contents such as games, VR contents, and so on are expected. Subsequently, those digital products embedded in the RIC images spread out by the honest needs and judgment of typical users to personally consume them on the Internet, not on the existing platforms. It means the quality and the prices of the products are only the considerations of selection and purchase without any existing interference and it is a relatively desirable system for both owners and recipients. Ultimately, this proposal aims to improve the rights of product owners and consumers, by the renovation of a distribution process and profit structure on the Internet.

2. Related Work

There are three types of data embedding methods into images. First one is Codemark, such as QR Code [11], Color Quick Response Code (CQR Code) [6], Microsoft’s High Capacity Color Barcode (HCCB) [12], etc. The papers [13–16] provide high error correctable 2D codes and [17], [18] provide high quality visual QR codes. The main difference among the presented codes is the limited data size. Because they are targeting on mainly off-line printed images, the capacity of data is one of the main challenges of them [13]. In addition, the finder pattern boxes on existing Codemark can be easily damaged by Resize. Therefore, in spite of high recognition rate on printed images, the data embedded by the presented codes get damaged on digital image degradation such as Resize, JPEG Compression. They are not suitable for digital images on the Internet.

Second one is Digital watermark, which has high robustness on image degradation. The data embedded by watermarking algorithms are not damaged by JPEG Compression, Gaussian noise, Cropping and Resize [19–21]. But due to the purpose of digital watermark which is ownership evidence or fingerprinting, the watermark detection does not succeed 100% [19], [20], which means that everyone who downloads an embedded image cannot see the same data. The paper [22] tries to embed indexes into images using digital watermark. Despite its large encoded size, data loss occurs by JPEG Compression. Steganography similar to Digital watermark has high robustness too, but also embedded data can not be detected fully [23], [24].

The final one is Reversible Data Hiding (RDH). There are lots of methods on RDH, still none of them is not practical on image degradation. In [25], authors proposed a new RDH scheme with histogram modification using DC coefficients. They focus on high visual quality and small increasing file size, but they did not consider low JPEG Compression quality factor. In [26]–[28], authors proposed an image encryption method with embedding public key or original image’s data into the encrypted image, but they did not consider image degradation. Image histogram is used in [29] and Modification of Prediction Errors (MPE) is used in [30] for RDH, but none of them experiments for the robustness.

To embed contents into an image and share it online, targeting digital images and 100% high robust detection are necessary. Unlike the existing Codemark, Digital watermark and RDH technologies, our proposed method RIC satisfies both requirements.

3. Proposed Approach

Our approach is a brand new color code, named Robust Index Code (RIC). RIC is a high robustness index code targeting digital images on the Internet. When a user download an image from the Internet, there is high possibility that the image got damaged. Generally, Internet services attack a digital image by Resize and JPEG Compression for the fast response on the service without user’s recognition. Hence, RIC must be always detected on any Resize or JPEG Compression degradation and only targets them. To maintain high robustness of embedded data into images, RIC embeds not real digital products but a database index, which make it possible to use large areas for embedding one bit data. In
addition, unlimited data can be linked with digital images because of using a database index. For now, RIC embeds only 50-bit index into each digital image, assuming a server on the Internet to store its content data. About 350 million images are uploaded to Facebook every day [31]. So 50-bit index is reasonably enough for index size.

Our concept is to design a new color code which has high robustness so that we can embed an index key of a remote database which stores lots of data. Hence, an encoded image should be able to be decoded on every platform. For this reason, we developed an encoder / decoder prototype library by C++ using OpenCV Framework [32] to deploy it to iOS, Android and Chrome Extension. Using a cell phone or Chrome browser on PC, users can easily and directly see the contents of an encoded image on the Internet. There is an example of the RIC library, which is explained in Appendix.

RIC consists of encoding, decoding and validation parts. This section describes encoding part with the design of RIC, decoding part with a new algorithm and validation part.

3.1 Robust Index Code Design

Generally, when digital images are compressed by JPEG Compression, image pixels are infected by surrounding pixels, due to the quantization step of the JPEG Compression [33]. This is the main reason why QR Code gets damaged on digital images. To solve this problem, a data pixel should be larger than other codes and the distance between data pixels should be long enough not to be infected by neighbor pixels. Hence, we propose a circle of a fixed size, which radius is $r$ pixel for inserting bit data. Also the distance between two circles is longer than a constant $d$ pixel which is shown in Fig. 2. The idea of embedded spot is similar to CQR Code [6], which is 24-bit RGB color. On each circle, 3 bits data can be embedded by 1 bit to R, 1 bit to G and 1 bit to B with converting 0 to color $D_0$ and 1 to color $D_1$. Figure 2 is an example of setting $D_0 = 80$ and $D_1 = 255$.

There is another infection on JPEG Compression by surrounding image pixels. Therefore, in order to protect data pixels from image pixels and detect an encoded area on image, RIC includes a square wrapping data circles. The square’s background color is light gray color for not infecting data circles. For more accurate detection, the border of square is added with light black color like [34]. Assuming $r$ to 4, $d$ to 2, $D_0$ to 80 and $D_1$ to 255, the final design is shown in Fig. 3 used in encoding, decoding and evaluating.

From our design, the capacity of RIC is shown in the following formula:

$$capacity (bit) = 3 N_c \text{ s.t. } 0 < N_c \leq \left( \frac{s + d - 2p}{2r + d} \right)^2$$

where $s$ is a side pixel of the square without the border, $p$ is padding pixels of the square (assumed to 6) and $N_c$ is the number of circles. Figure 3 contains 22 circles, for the design reason to represent P shape, so that 66 bits can be embedded. It is enough capacity to embed database index, which size is 50 bits. On the other hand, there is no need to follow the example design. Following design rules (radius larger than $r$ pixel, distance between data larger than $d$ pixel), users can redesign as they want with 36 squares or 30 ellipses.

To determine RIC is correctly encoded, RIC has a checksum algorithm. On RIC, a checksum is inserted on $c$ bits and an index is inserted on the rest of bits. The algorithm is simple that a checksum value is the remainder when a circle is divided into $2^c$. That means we can determine true RIC with $1/2^c$ probability. In this paper, we decide on the bit length of checksum as 16.

3.2 Robust Index Code Decoder

Decoding RIC consists of three main parts, determining the data square, extracting bit data on data circles with damage check, and validating extracted data. The progress of decoding is shown in Fig. 5.

3.2.1 Step 1

A data square can be determined with High-pass filter and Low-pass filter. Because the border of a square could be uneven by image degradation and circles of inside of the square, we had to implement the square detection algorithm for ourselves. The algorithm is detecting the square itself without the border and the data circles. Because the border prevents the degradation into the square, the shape of square will remain as same as the original square like shown in

![Fig. 2 Example of RIC circle][9]

![Fig. 3 Example pattern of RIC][9]

![Fig. 4 Low-pass filtered RIC][9]
Fig. 4. In addition, the background color of the square will be black or white via High-pass or Low-pass filter. Therefore, the algorithm finds the black or white lines excluding data circles and stacks the lines. When the width of stacked lines is equal to the height of stacked lines, they can be regarded as the square. Still, when the square cannot be extracted, the image is regarded as not RIC image or extremely damaged image which means out of specification for the performance cost.

3.2.2 Step 2

Bit data is extracted from the center of data circles. Although $D_0$ or $D_1$ color circles are drawn on Encoding process, there is a high possibility that the color is not $D_0$ or $D_1$ by image degradation. Hence, doubt color correction algorithm is proposed to recover extracted data. When an extracted color from a data circle is far from $D_0$ and $D_1$, it is impossible to determine that the original bit data was 0 or 1. Therefore, the algorithm adds both 0 and 1 for that doubtful color into possible index list, called doubt list in this paper, so that actual original index is always included in the doubt list. In addition, the algorithm puts on the limit of the size of the doubt list, $N_d$. If the size oversteps the limit, the decoder recognizes the image as a too damaged image and stops decoding. With this algorithm, the decoder can recover damaged RIC.

3.2.3 Step 3

From the second step, the decoder extracts multiple indexes, which is the doubt list. To extract exactly only the original index, RIC decoder needs to validate the doubt list. There are three validations on RIC decoder. Firstly, validate checksum values of extracted data as we have mentioned on the encoding part. Secondly access to the remote database and validate indexes and images’ ratio. In this step, RIC decoder can get the candidate images’ inclination data from the extracted indexes. Finally, check image’s inclination data matching up with candidate images using Histogram described in Sect. 4. At last, few validated-extracted data remains. We expect the size of the last remained doubt list is only one. If it’s more than one, the user picks the right one.

4. Histogram Validation

Histogram shape is interpreted as the relative relations in the number of pixels among groups of two different bins. Image histogram shape with geometric attacks is almost invariant [35]. The idea is not new using histogram to identify a multimedia object. In [35], the authors have addressed a robust image histogram hash algorithm which generates a bitstream. This method has high robustness on identifying same images, but low uniqueness on identifying different images. In addition, it translates entire image histogram values to the hash bitstream so that the size of bitstream is very large. Because the requirements of RIC validation are small size of data, high robustness and high uniqueness to block the wrong access, this method is not suitable. In [36], the authors addressed histogram-based video hashing algorithm, but the image is not target of their method. In this paper, new image histogram hashing algorithm is proposed with high robustness and high uniqueness.

4.1 Histogram Hash

Histogram hashing on RIC, focuses on Resize and JPEG Compression for the same reason of RIC. Figure 6 shows an example of an image B channel histogram. Figure 7 shows an example of a damaged image B channel histogram attacked with 10 times of Resize and JPEG Compression. The attacked histogram shape is ruined but the x-axis value of peaks of the histogram are almost same with the original shape. Hence, uses peak data as an image identifier. There are 4 steps on generating an image identifier.

1. Divide an image into $m$ blocks. Since the image histogram does not consider color’s position, there is high possibility that an image identifier generated from a whole image itself has low uniqueness. That’s why comparing divided blocks.

2. Histogram can be calculated on single channel. Separate a block into RGB channels.
3. Apply Histogram Equalization on every channels from Step 2. Stressing image’s characteristics make robustness high.
4. Calculate a histogram graph and pick n peaks from the biggest y-axis value. The x-axis values of n peaks on each block is the identifier of an image.

4.2 Histogram Comparison

RIC saves original products on a remote database so that we can save an image identifier based on the histogram on the Internet. Therefore, on the encoding process, RIC saves original products with validation data and embeds the generated index into the image. On the decoding process, when the indexes are extracted, our system fetches histogram identifiers from the database and compare them with decoding images. There are 4 steps on histogram identifier comparison.

1. Extract an index from a damaged RIC image and fetch a histogram identifier ($I_1$) from the remote database.
2. Generate a histogram identifier ($I_2$) from a damaged RIC image.
3. On each block, calculate percentage ($P_i$, $1 \leq i \leq m$) of matches x-axis value of two histogram identifiers with $\alpha$ error. 
4. Pick the lowest percentage ($P_l$) on the all blocks $P_i$. If $P_l$ is greater than 60% then regard two images as the same images.

5. Evaluation

The evaluation of the RIC algorithm is involved with robustness. We used a Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) as a comparison parameter between a damaged image and an original image. The bigger value of PSNR implies the less damaged image and the infinity value of PSNR implies the original image [20], [37]. We experimented the prototype of RIC encoder/decoder with Fig. 3 pattern, developed by C++ using OpenCV [32]. The experiments are simulated by watching the success number of decoding attacked images with assuming $r$ to 4, $d$ to 2, $D_0$ to 80, $D_1$ to 255, $p$ to 6, $N_c$ to 22, $N_d$ to 2$^{12}$. The process consists of encoding 10,000 pictures, attacking the images and decoding the attacked encoded images. We used 9,850 private images, which mainly pictured with landscapes, foods and people, and 150 downloaded images from free photo archives morgueFile [38], which width is 1280 px. Also, to check DB index in this paper, on encoding step, the original images' attributes are saved on the memory. So on decoding step, decoder checked the extracted index and image’s inclination matching up the data saved above.

5.1 Comparing with Related Work

In this experiment, there are seven attack types used to compare the proposed system with QR Code [11] and Robust watermark [39]. Three methods embed a database index into an image. QR Code, which embedded a database index with the high error correction level, is embedded on an image’s left-bottom area with same pixel size of RIC. On the other hand, on Robust watermark, the two images of 400px and 640px are filled with a redundant index by the DCT Based watermarking method using Luminance component. The result is regarded as success when an extracted data is the same as an embedded data. The experiment process is cited as follows. Table 1 shows the result of this experiment.

- **Step 1**: Generate a random database index.
- **Step 2**: Pick an image and embed the generated index to it by QR Code, Watermark and RIC.
- **Step 3**: Attack embedded images by Resize or JPEG Compression.
- **Step 4**: Extract the index from attacked images and check matching up with the original index.

Table 1 shows that the embedded data using QR Code or Robust watermark do not have robustness on Resize and JPEG Compression. Especially, QR Code is more sensitive with Resize attack than JPEG Comp. The position patterns of QR code can be easily damaged with specific size because of odd or even number of pixel size, such as odd divided by even. In Watermark, it is easily distorted by JPEG Compression. On the other hand, the data embedded by our proposed method is correctly extracted over the 420px. Hence,
RIC is the only image-embedding method to digital images on the Internet.

5.2 Robustness of Resize and JPEG Comp.

For evaluating RIC’s robustness, the experiment includes various attack types. Basically, RIC is designed for having high robustness on the situation, which the user shares a RIC image on the Internet. Common Internet services compress images with JPEG Compression and Resize [19] because their compression methods are not noticeable to the users. Hence, RIC is targeting only Resize and JPEG Compression.

To prove RIC’s robustness on Resize, we executed an experiment on various resize algorithms. There are 11 algorithms on image resizing [40] and 5 implementations on OpenCV [41]: Nearest-neighbor interpolation, Bilinear and bicubic algorithms, Lanczos resampling and Box sampling. Table 2 shows the result of this Resize experiment. On the all Resize algorithms, the all detection of RIC data succeeded.

On the JPEG Compression experiment, combining Resize with JPEG Compression is considered. Hence, more complex robustness experiment has been held with experiment cases on Table 3. Figure 8 shows a sample RIC of experiment case No.9 on Table 3. Table 4 shows the result of experiment cases.

In the experiment cases, RIC of images over 420px Resize were detected successfully. Also, the size average of doubt list was converged to 1, which proves that RIC decoder detects mostly only one original data with the doubt color correction algorithm. On the performance evaluation of RIC decoder, it took less than one second. Table 3 and 4 show that decoding time is in direct proportion to image’s size and degradation.

5.3 Histogram Validation

First of all, the robustness and uniqueness of the histogram identifier are experimented. 6 attack types were used to evaluate them: Resize to 700 px, Resize to 700 px × JPEG 50%

---

### Table 1 Comparison experiment result [9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Attack</td>
<td>0.9700</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 450px</td>
<td>0.7421</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 400px × 30% JPEG Comp.</td>
<td>0.5291</td>
<td>0.0594</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 420px</td>
<td>0.0926</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9978</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 420px × 30% JPEG Comp.</td>
<td>0.2723</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 400px</td>
<td>0.9416</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 400px × 30% JPEG Comp.</td>
<td>0.5469</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table 2 Robustness of resize experiment result [9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Type</th>
<th>Nearest-neighbor interpolation</th>
<th>Bilinear algorithm</th>
<th>Bicubic algorithm</th>
<th>Lanczos resampling</th>
<th>Box sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 640px</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 640px × 50% JPEG Comp.</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 640px × 30% JPEG Comp.</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 640px × 30% JPEG Comp. × Resize to 420px</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize to 640px × 30% JPEG Comp. × Resize to 420px</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table 3 Robustness experiment case [9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Attack Type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No Attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Resize to 2000px</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Resize to 2000px × 50% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Resize to 2000px × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Resize to 420px</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Resize to 420px × 50% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Resize to 420px × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No. 9 × Resize to 1280px × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>No. 10 × Resize to 450px</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>No. 11 × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>No. 12 × Resize to 2000px</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>No. 13 × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>No. 14 × Resize to 400px</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>No. 15 × Resize to 420px</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 8** Resize 420px and 30% JPEG Compression of Fig. 3. [9]
Therefore, we need to improve our histogram validation. RIC don’t accept a validation process which results true-
ness and uniqueness. However, true-negative cases still ex-
togram validation is very powerful with both high robust-
derent images. This proves that the performance of our his-
highly unique because it recognized di-

It was observed that the average of identity rates in
robustness was 99.93% and the average of identity rates in
uniqueness was 6.020%, which means the identifier is
highly unique because it recognized different images as dif-
fers, one or few doubt indexes will be given. Validates
them with the proposed histogram validation so to remain
only the original index.

Table 5 shows the result of the histogram validation
with decoding experiment. On No. 7 attack type, wrong
indexes extracted from 3 images because of extremely small
size images. Without the proposed validation method, dif-
ferent data linked with the wrong index will be shown to
the user. On the other hand, the wrong approach can be
prevented with the histogram validation. Histogram Suc-
cess Rates of Decoding Wrong from the Table 5 is 0, which
means none of wrong indexes passed the validation so that it
proves the validation method works properly. However, on
No. 8 attack type, histogram success rates of wrong indexes
is nearly 20%, because the color distribution on the image is
normalized when the image is extremely small.

6. Superdistribution System

Secondly, histogram validation with the decoding is ex-
perimented. After the decoding and existing validation pro-
cesses, one or few doubt indexes will be given. Validates
 compelled. Hence, 60,000 images were compared.
We used 16 as m (the number of blocks), and 20 as n (the
number of peaks). The process of evaluation is as follows.

- Step 1 : Generate a random index.
- Step 2 : Embed the generated indexes into 10,000 im-
gages by RIC.
- Step 3 : Damage RIC images with 6 attack types.
- Step 4 : In robustness experiment, compare a damaged
image with the same original image. On the other hand,
in uniqueness experiment, compare a damaged image
with 10 different images.

Table 4 Robustness of resize and JPEG comp. experiment result [9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>RIC Size(px)</th>
<th>PSNR Avg</th>
<th>Success Rates</th>
<th>Size Avg of Doubt List</th>
<th>Decode Time Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>204x205</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0630s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>204x205</td>
<td>33.76</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0562s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>204x205</td>
<td>32.22</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0572s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>313x314</td>
<td>42.33</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0810s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>313x314</td>
<td>37.58</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0781s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>313x314</td>
<td>35.81</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0715s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>73x74</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0176s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>73x74</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0649s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>73x74</td>
<td>28.64</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>204x205</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4200s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>77x78</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4301s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>77x78</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4152s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>313x314</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4872s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>313x314</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4565s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>70x71</td>
<td>28.02</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4210s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>73x74</td>
<td>27.90</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.7228s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Histogram validation with decoding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Attack Type</th>
<th>PSNR Avg</th>
<th>Decoding Success Rates</th>
<th>Decoding Wrong Rates</th>
<th>Histogram Success Rates of Decoding Success</th>
<th>Histogram Success Rates of Decoding Wrong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Resize to 420px</td>
<td>34.30</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No. 1 × 50% JPEG Compression</td>
<td>30.71</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No. 1 × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td>29.71</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No. 3 × Resize to 1280px × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td>29.46</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No. 4 × Resize to 380px</td>
<td>29.17</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No. 5 × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td>28.15</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>No. 6 × Resize to 350px</td>
<td>27.93</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No. 7 × 30% JPEG Compression</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.2222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fications and modes of usage not authorized by its vendor, and normally there are three principal functions [42]:

- A cryptographic wrapper for digital products that cannot be removed and remains in place whenever the product is copied.
- A digital rights management system for tracking usage of the product and assuring that any usage of the product or access to its code conforms to the terms set by the product owner.
- An arrangement for secure payments from the product's users to its owner.

The idea above is the most optimized architecture for both product owners and recipients for the reason that there is no restraint or additional expense through several distribution channels. Unfortunately, the complete concept of Superdistribution systems barely exists in the reality, but there are several partial Superdistribution systems which intend to make a massive profit from the distribution process on the Internet. In other words, massive platform companies have built up their own ecosystem to make a profit from both product owners and recipients. For example, Apple app store is a huge cash cow for Apple taking a flat 30% cut of all App Store transactions, earning Apple over 10 billions USD in revenue in a year [43].

To the best of our knowledge, there has not been a complete Superdistribution system. To design the desired system, we need the new source as a cryptographic wrapper which is able to embed safely both digital products and security, payment arrangement from a product owner, and barely damaged by all the expected degradation on the Internet, and also recursively spread out through Internet services.

For the reasons above, we considered three basic conditions for the wrapper of the new Superdistribution system. The digital image has received significant attention for the first condition, and the concept of RIC has been designed for the second and third condition in the first place.

- Intriguing sources for recipients, which spread out easily, regardless of platforms
- An almost unlimited capacity for diverse types of contents, and low risk for security issues
- Extremely high robustness against degradation on distribution process on the Internet

Product owners embed their digital products, security or payment policy into a digital image by RIC Encoder. RIC Encoder preferentially extracts inclination which shows the features of the digital image, such as Histogram, Ratio and so on, and save them with digital products into a remote database. Subsequently, the index of the address to access the data is embedded on the image by RIC. The new embedded image is called RIC Image, and used as a cryptographic wrapper in this architecture, shown in Fig. 9.

The RIC image is exposed to recipients by being recursively copied and spreading out on the Internet by existing Internet services like SNS. Afterwards the recipients are able to extract the products, security or payment policy of product owners easily, if RIC Decoder Library is implemented in their devices. Moreover, even if a codemark is deleted from an image, the original products remain on a remote database so that recipients are able to access the data from other RIC images.

Compared to the existing distribution process, the main difference is that all the data which product owners intend can be easily distributed, regardless any existing platforms, and recipients consume the data by the policy arranged from the product owner, not platformers, because the image contains the products. For instance, talented artists embed their music contents and concert information of themselves into their attractive images, which means they get RIC images linked with their contents. The thing they only have to do for advertising themselves is uploading RIC images to SNS like Facebook, Twitter, LINE, Instagram, Pinterest, WhatsApp and so on. Users who find the RIC image can easily access to the original contents like right clicking the image on the Google Image Search on PC. Hence, RIC is the only method targeting digital images on the Internet so that the new proposed Superdistribution system can be only realized by RIC. When the RIC library becomes a middleware on the Internet construction, the proposed Superdistribution system will be realized.

7. Conclusion

This paper presented the design and implementation of the
extremely high robustness codemark technology, named RIC. We have determined that a digital image is one of the most desirable sources, for reasons that users already get used to use it for communication, and it is relatively easy to be copied and shared. RIC has the apparent advantage to link a digital image with unlimited digital data, and also guarantees most cases of degradation occurred on the Internet, so that the strengths of digital images above can be maximized. Our experiments validate the robustness of RIC.

To our knowledge, there is no digital image service using embedding data technologies into images. RIC is mainly designed for digital images for challenging to open a new Superdistribution system, compared to the existing ecosystems provided by platform companies. Using RIC, it is possible that RIC images can spread out in any sharing way, such as E-mail, SNS, chat-app, and the original embedded digital data can be easily extracted by end recipients on any Internet services, regardless of platforms. We had already implemented RIC to iOS, Android, Chrome browser extension, and so on to confirm that RIC can be operated across diverse platforms.

In spite that high robustness of RIC is realized, the performance of RIC, such as extracting time is not completely considered. For example, the doubt color correction algorithm helps detect damaged images, but it is highly likely that decoding process of terribly damaged images takes relatively long time when $N_L$ is big. We keep trying the way of optimizing a doubt color correction algorithm with a small value of $N_L$. In addition, research for image’s inclination matching with the histogram is not enough, and we are still trying several additional image matching features. These future works will upgrade the completeness and stability of the system, which also means RIC will possibly be able to be operated in the worse conditions than the currently defined specification.
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Appendix A: Example of the RIC library

This appendix describes an example of the prototype iOS application of the RIC library. Figure A-1 shows a RIC image linked with the food information. When users open the image in the app, food name, description, location and so on will be displayed in Fig. A-2.
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